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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 1 

DOCKET Nos. 11-0279, 11-0282 (Cons.) 2 

REVISED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF  3 

RONALD D. PATE 4 

Submitted On Behalf Of 5 

Ameren Illinois 6 

I. INTRODUCTION 7 

A. Witness Identification 8 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 9 

A. My name is Ronald D. Pate.  My business address is 370 South Main Street, 10 

Decatur, Illinois 62523. 11 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what position? 12 

A. I am the Vice President of Operations for the Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a 13 

Ameren Illinois (Ameren Illinois or AIC). 14 

Q. What are your current job duties and responsibilities? 15 

A. I am responsible for field engineering and operations for AIC, including setting, 16 

reviewing, and approving AIC's budget. 17 

Q. Please describe your educational background and work experience. 18 

A. See my Statement of Qualifications, attached as an Appendix to this testimony.   19 

B. Purpose, Scope and Identification of Exhibits 20 

Q. What is the purpose of your revised direct testimony? 21 
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A. The purpose of my revised direct testimony is to: 22 

 describe the operations of AIC’s gas and electric businesses; 23 

 explain how AIC plans and implements capital investments; 24 

 discuss current and planned reliability initiatives; 25 

 explain the status of NESC compliance-related work; 26 

 provide information on the additions to plant in service included in the F-4 27 
Schedules for the electric and gas businesses; and 28 

 address cost control and cost drivers for test year distribution operating and 29 
maintenance expenses. 30 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions of your revised direct testimony. 31 

A. AIC invests in its systems to meet customer expectations for increased 32 

performance and to provide reliable service in a safe manner.  In planning its capital 33 

investments through the 2012 test year, AIC has made prudent choices to identify and 34 

design necessary projects that will provide ratepayers with the greatest level of value.  On 35 

the expense side, AIC has identified a necessary and reasonable level of spending for the 36 

test year that will allow it to maintain safe, reliable and adequate operations.  The test 37 

year capital additions and operating and maintenance expenses will be prudently 38 

incurred, are necessary and will benefit customers.   39 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your revised direct testimony? 40 

A. Yes.  I am sponsoring the following exhibits: 41 

 Ameren Exhibit 6.1G Liberty Audit - Final Report 42 

 Ameren Exhibit 6.2G Liberty Audit - Ameren Audit Initial Response and 43 
Discussion of Final Recommendations 44 

 Ameren Exhibit 6.3G Liberty Audit - Ameren Implementation Plan 45 
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 Ameren Exhibit 6.4G Liberty Audit - 8th Quarterly Report dated 46 
December 6, 2010 47 

 Ameren Exhibit 6.5G  Liberty Audit - Summary Incremental Costs in 2012 48 
Budget (designated Confidential and Proprietary) 49 

 Ameren Exhibit 6.6G  Liberty Audit - Supporting Incremental Costs in 50 
2012 Budget (designated Confidential and Proprietary) 51 

II. AIC OPERATIONS 52 

Q. Please describe AIC’s electrical system and operations. 53 

A. The Ameren Illinois electric system consists of nearly 29,000 miles of distribution 54 

lines with voltages ranging between 600 V and 69 kV.  Approximately 86% of these lines 55 

are overhead, with the remaining 14% underground.  This system serves more than 1.2 56 

million customers throughout the lower three-quarters of the State of Illinois.  The 57 

electric system traverses topography that is flat, rocky, hilly or sandy; it runs through 58 

fields, forests, across wetlands and water ways.  The vast majority of communities served 59 

are rural, but AIC also delivers electricity to larger areas such as Peoria, Galesburg, 60 

Quincy, Bloomington-Normal, Champaign-Urbana, Danville, Decatur, Mattoon, 61 

Belleville, Marion, and Carbondale.  By ensuring lines and equipment are appropriately 62 

maintained, customers realize the benefit of a safe and reliable electric system.  63 

Q. Please describe AIC's gas system and operations. 64 

A. The Ameren Illinois natural gas system consists of approximately 18,000 miles of 65 

transmission and distribution mains which deliver natural gas service to approximately 66 

840,000 customers throughout a service territory of approximately 43,700 square miles.  67 

AIC owns and operates twelve underground gas storage fields which are utilized to store 68 
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natural gas during non-winter periods and withdraw gas during the winter heating season.  69 

The Ameren Illinois gas system is connected to eight interstate pipelines from which it 70 

receives natural gas deliveries: Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Company, Trunkline Gas 71 

Company, Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation, Natural Gas Pipeline Company of 72 

America, Texas Gas Transmission Corporation, Midwestern Gas Transmission 73 

Corporation, ANR Pipeline Company, Mississippi River Transmission Corporation, and 74 

one Illinois gas utility: Northern Illinois Gas Company. Ameren Illinois performs 75 

extensive annual and periodic operations and maintenance inspections as outlined in the 76 

federal and state regulations to assure the safety and integrity of its natural gas system 77 

including leak surveys, corrosion control inspections, transmission system integrity 78 

evaluations and damage prevention activities.  By appropriately and safely building and 79 

maintaining an effective gas system, AIC customers are provided assurance in integrity 80 

and reliability at the least cost. 81 

Q. What operational changes have occurred since AIC's last rate case? 82 

A. In late 2009, the Ameren Illinois Utilities (AIUs) reorganized following the 83 

retirement of Bill Prebil, Vice President of Operations.  Also in late 2009, Scott Glaeser 84 

was appointed as the Vice President of Gas and Electric Technical Services for the AIUs.  85 

At that time, the Gas Control and Gas Supply organizations, which were formerly a part 86 

of Ameren Corporation’s Business and Corporate Services, were moved to the AIUs.  As 87 

part of this reorganization, all six (6) of the AIUs' operating divisions, as well as Safety 88 

and Training, Reliability Planning, Dispatch Operations and Illinois Operations Support 89 

(including the Vegetation Management Function) were transferred under my authority.  90 
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Effective October 1, 2010, Illinois Power Company, d/b/a AmerenIP and Central Illinois 91 

Light Company, d/b/a AmerenCILCO merged with and into Central Illinois Public 92 

Service Company, d/b/a AmerenCIPS, resulting in AmerenCIPS being the sole legal 93 

surviving entity.  Simultaneously AmerenCIPS' name was changed to Ameren Illinois 94 

Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois.   95 

Currently, Ameren Illinois operates within six (6) division structures across the 96 

entire service territory.  Each division is responsible for effectively managing day-to-day 97 

electric and gas activities within its area of responsibility.  The structure of each division 98 

is such that it incorporates at least two of the legacy companies’ service territories.  This 99 

structure has provided for cross-functional learning and implementation of best practices 100 

as employees from different backgrounds work together in the divisions and central 101 

functions.  With the merger, Ameren Illinois plans to continue to work toward a division 102 

structure that serves overall AIC operational needs and improves customer service 103 

without the limitations imposed by the artificial boundaries that existed under legacy 104 

company ownership. 105 

Electric Quality Assurance auditors were reassigned from the Operations Support 106 

organization on the electric side of the business to the Superintendent of Electrical 107 

Training.  The benefit of this move is direct visibility of construction errors by the 108 

electrical trainers.  Gas Quality Assurance Auditors were reassigned from Gas 109 

Compliance to the superintendent of Gas Training for the same reason.  Ameren Illinois 110 

also plans to add five gas Quality Assurance Auditors to improve self-auditing initiatives 111 

and three additional employees to support enhanced Damage Prevention initiatives with a 112 

focus on implementing a Watch and Protect Program. 113 
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The Safety Staff was centralized and assigned to Steve Bradshaw, a former 114 

Division Manager. Historically, Safety Professionals were assigned to Division 115 

Managers.  This change facilitates a bottom-up approach to safety instead of a corporate-116 

down approach.  In addition to the reorganization, an additional Safety Professional is 117 

being sought to focus primarily on the substation departments.  Historically, Safety 118 

Professionals operated geographically.  This change should allow more attention to craft 119 

specific safety issues.  Safety continues to be a top Key Performance Indicator (KPI).  120 

With OSHA recordables, for example, there has been continued improvement since 2007 121 

when the ratio per 100 employees was 5.52 events.  AIC reduced this ratio to 3.87 in 122 

2008, 3.05 in 2009, and 1.68 in 2010.   123 

Q. Have any other operational changes occurred since the last rate case?   124 

A. Yes.  Monthly financial calls as well as monthly and bimonthly labor resource 125 

requirement discussions have been initiated since the last rate case.  From a financial 126 

perspective, these calls allow a division manager and members of his/her senior staff to 127 

report to their respective Vice Presidents on their financial performance and financial 128 

concerns.  These calls allow operations to react more quickly to unplanned projects and 129 

situations.  These calls also allow operations to mobilize resources based on the highest 130 

priority of work throughout the state.  Monthly and bimonthly labor resource discussions 131 

allow the Vice Presidents of the Company to discuss their resource requirements and 132 

timing to better utilize the availability with the current need. 133 

Q. Has AIC made efforts to further modernize electric systems and operations 134 

since the last rate case? 135 
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A. Yes.  System automation projects regularly play a major role in Ameren Illinois’ 136 

efforts to improve safety and reliability.  Projects for system automation opportunities fall 137 

into two main categories: automatic transfer and isolation schemes, and remote 138 

monitoring and device control.  139 

The automatic isolation and transfer installations sectionalize the sub-transmission 140 

system and/or re-route power to minimize the extent of outages without any initial 141 

operator intervention.  Projects that utilize automatic transfer operation (ATO) and 142 

automatic sectionalizing (AS) schemes typically involve the addition of motor operators 143 

to existing switches, the replacement of existing switches with new switches and motor 144 

operators or the addition of line reclosers with remote control capability.  Each 145 

installation also typically requires fault sensors, relay equipment, a SCADA remote 146 

terminal unit and communications equipment.   147 

From March 2009 through December 2010, Ameren Illinois completed 20 ATO 148 

projects and 28 AS projects.  These projects focus on reducing the number of customers 149 

who experience a service interruption.  For example, in July 2010 in the metro area, AIC 150 

experienced a 34.5kv bus fault at the Stallings Substation.  This fault interrupted two 151 

34.5kv lines in the Granite City area for approximately 113 minutes.  Had AIC not had 152 

ATO’s on most of the distribution substations involved, the company would have 153 

experienced 14,472 customers out for this period; instead there were only 1,871 out due 154 

to this event.  By having ATO’s installed at this location, 1,423,913 minutes of customer 155 

interruption were avoided. 156 

The second category, remote monitoring and device control, provides information 157 

that is critical to making decisions regarding how best to quickly and safely restore 158 
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service to customers and in some cases, avoid system problems before they occur.  This 159 

is accomplished by providing a dispatcher the ability to remotely control devices at key 160 

locations on the system to more efficiently sectionalize the system and isolate problems.  161 

Projects that utilize remote monitoring and control on the sub-transmission system 162 

typically require the same type of equipment, save for the relay equipment, as ATO and 163 

AS schemes.  These projects are designed to reduce customer minutes of interruption 164 

when an outage occurs.  Twelve sub-transmission remote monitoring and control projects 165 

were completed and placed in service between March 2009 and December 2010 across 166 

Ameren Illinois.  AIC has also begun to test the effectiveness of this type of equipment at 167 

the distribution circuit level. 168 

Q. Has AIC made efforts to further modernize gas systems and operations since 169 

the last rate case? 170 

A. Yes.  On the gas side, Ameren Illinois is working towards implementation of a 171 

Distribution Integrity Management Program (DIMP) that is required by the U.S. 172 

Department of Transportation Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety Administration 173 

(PHMSA).  The regulations are codified in 49 CFR Part 192.  This new pipeline safety 174 

regulation became law in December 2009, with implementation required by August 2011.  175 

DIMP is intended to address risks and threats to the gas distribution system that are not 176 

covered in the Company’s Transmission Integrity Management Program (TIMP).  DIMP 177 

is comprehensive in nature and requires operators to have a program to evaluate gas 178 

distribution pipeline infrastructure, assess threats to the integrity of the distribution 179 

system, and identify and implement actions intended to mitigate the identified threats.  180 
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This rule will have a significant impact on Ameren Illinois’ gas facility data collection 181 

processes, work prioritization methodology, and will result in additional and accelerated 182 

actions intended to mitigate threats to the integrity of the gas distribution system.  183 

Q. Has AIC implemented processes to further improve coordination of work 184 

with customers and contractors?   185 

A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois uses a team of engineering representatives to assist 186 

customers with new construction or major improvement projects.  This group is called the 187 

Illinois Construction and Engineering (ICE) team.  Customers are directed to this group 188 

through an 800 phone number, internet request or a fax request.  In most cases, simply 189 

asking customers a few questions about their projects quickly identifies for the ICE team 190 

whether the work Ameren Illinois will need to provide is considered “standard” or 191 

“nonstandard.”   192 

For most standard work, it is not necessary for a field engineering person to visit 193 

the site location prior to scheduling the work, so this process better utilizes their time and 194 

skills to serve customers.  Certain information and measurements provided by the 195 

customer ensures that the crew will have all the materials available to complete the job.  196 

Jobs that fall into this category might include temporary electric service, new residential 197 

gas service, new residential electric service and simple private lighting installations.  198 

Nonstandard work involves jobs where electric or gas backbone facilities do not exist, 199 

non-residential projects, or jobs that require specific engineering work before materials 200 

can be ordered and work scheduled.   201 
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In 2010, Ameren Illinois implemented a new system as an enhancement over 202 

current operations, the Customer Request Tracking System (CRTS) to help with 203 

processing standard design jobs and scheduling appointments for field engineering 204 

representatives for nonstandard jobs.  While standard jobs can be sent directly to electric 205 

and gas operations personnel, nonstandard jobs require a site visit by engineering 206 

personnel.  The CRTS system enables the centrally-located ICE team members to view 207 

and schedule appointments that meet time requirements of both field engineering 208 

personnel and customers.  Scheduling of appointments in this manner, as well as sending 209 

standard design jobs directly to operations, was enabled across all of Ameren Illinois, 210 

where it previously had been done in limited locations and without the assistance of 211 

CRTS.  This stream-lined process has helped raise customer satisfaction as indicated in 212 

AIC’s self-monitoring of customer satisfaction scores. 213 

Another new engineering tool, G/Tech, is being implemented to assist with non-214 

standard designs.  G/Tech is more efficient and has better drawing tools and record-215 

keeping functions.  For example, the prior system captured only how many lightning 216 

arrestors were on a circuit; the new tool now provides the GPS coordinates of where 217 

lightning arrestors are located to enable a more efficient study to enhance lightning 218 

protection.  The identity of the manufacturer is another new attribute available in G/Tech.  219 

Where we previously knew the wire size and type, having this detail available can help 220 

pinpoint high or low performance based on manufacturer.  All of the old and new 221 

attributes can more easily be queried within G/Tech, where the prior system required 222 

another reporting tool to extract data.  G/Tech will also enable consistency in 223 
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implementation of engineering practices across all of Ameren Illinois.  It will be fully 224 

implemented by the end of 2011. 225 

III. CAPITAL INVESTMENT  226 

Q. How does AIC categorize its capital investment for distribution service? 227 

A. Investment in distribution service generally falls into three categories:  228 

Maintenance Investment, System Improvements, and Customer-specific Investments.  229 

Q. What are maintenance investments? 230 

A. Under normal conditions, equipment and facilities have an expected, useful life. 231 

Maintenance Investments are generally required when facilities wear out, or become 232 

broken or obsolete.  When equipment reaches the end of its useful life, it needs to be 233 

replaced.  Ameren Illinois performs routine inspections to help identify the majority of 234 

facilities that need to be replaced.  For example, equipment such as reclosers or breakers 235 

are routinely inspected and analyzed to determine the viability of continued operation or 236 

if they need to be replaced.  Equipment and facilities may also be damaged by storms and 237 

other incidents and need to be replaced before the end of their expected useful life. 238 

Q. What are system improvements? 239 

A. System Improvements include work that upgrades Ameren Illinois’ existing 240 

facilities.  While all investments are typically made to improve the overall system, 241 

sometimes specific projects are identified as necessary to improve performance and 242 

reliability.  System Improvements may be required when pocket areas of the system 243 

experience a greater number of outages than other areas, for example.  244 
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Q. What are some examples of system improvement investments? 245 

A. In addition to the typical projects such as replacing poles and transformers, AIC 246 

implements system improvements by utilizing cost-effective approaches to upgrade or 247 

enhance its systems.  For example, consider our effort to enhance the performance of 248 

existing spacer cable rather than replacing it.  This type of cable is typically used in an 249 

urban environment where horizontal space may be limited, such as in an alleyway or 250 

along a building or major street.  Spacer cable can create a challenge when an outage 251 

occurs because faults can be more difficult to locate.  By installing line duct over the 252 

messenger (the wire from which the spacer cable hangs) near bare transformer taps, 253 

outages caused by trees, limbs, birds, and squirrels can be mitigated.  Checking grounds, 254 

installing lightning arresters at tap points, monitoring porcelain insulators that are 255 

susceptible to tracking, and increasing the spacing between tap connections on the three-256 

phase backbone are other related initiatives that can help improve reliability.  257 

Q. What are customer-specific investments? 258 

A. Customer-specific investments include service facilities for customers who are 259 

building new homes and businesses.  These investments also include the related capacity 260 

expansions, relocating facilities, extending circuits and substations and other facilities 261 

requested by customers. 262 

Q. What are the principal reasons for AIC’s test year plant additions? 263 

A. In addition to fulfilling its responsibility to provide safe, adequate and reliable 264 

service, and meet increased customer expectations, plant additions provide value by 265 

helping serve customer load, provide additional capacity, meet government requirements, 266 
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accommodate public projects, promote reliability, implement innovative technologies, 267 

and promote safety and security. 268 

Q. How does AIC identify the need for a major capital investment for the 269 

distribution system? 270 

A.   AIC identifies the need for capital investments by looking at customers’ 271 

requirements, economical trends, analyzing aging facilities to determine the best 272 

replacement approach, considering new technology to accommodate work, and studying 273 

future business and planning needs. 274 

Q. How does AIC identify the need for capital investment to service customer 275 

load for its gas distribution network? 276 

A. Engineering studies identify potential areas of the gas distribution and 277 

transmission system which may require enhancements or additions to meet the system 278 

load requirements under peak day conditions.  The engineering studies consist of a 279 

planning assessment of the gas system that is performed using input from both a central 280 

planning engineering group as well a field engineering personnel.  The planning 281 

engineering group uses utilizes gas system models that simulate the performance of the 282 

gas system under a variety of temperature, customer load, and operating conditions.  283 

During the simulation, the model predicts pressures and flows and will identify any 284 

locations on the system where gas pressure is low and system enhancement may be 285 

required.  In addition, the models allow multiple scenarios to be reviewed so that system 286 

enhancements and reinforcements are optimized. 287 
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Q. How does AIC identify the need for capital investment to provide additional 288 

capacity for its electric distribution network? 289 

A. A comprehensive planning assessment of the entire system is performed annually, 290 

using input from both a central planning engineering group as well a field engineering 291 

personnel.  The planning engineering group uses system models to simulate and analyze 292 

the higher voltage distribution system, which includes the bulk supply substations, sub-293 

transmission lines, and distribution substations  294 

At the distribution circuit level, generally 4 and 12 kV, Division engineering 295 

personnel prepares a load analysis within their specific areas of responsibility.  They 296 

identify where there is known or highly probably future load requirements that should be 297 

considered and perform analyses of the distribution circuits. 298 

AIC’s planning engineers combine the load analysis forecast results with load 299 

projections for substations that are customer-owned, as well as for wholesale customers.  300 

They also consider past growth patterns and known customer expansion (both publicly 301 

announced projects and projects identified only to AIC personnel during the normal 302 

course of business).  System reinforcements are identified to address the specific system 303 

needs based on the load growth trends and spot load additions.   304 

This assessment process allows Ameren Illinois to determine where, when, and to 305 

what extent projects need to be developed to reinforce the distribution system.  The 306 

assessment typically includes projects that need to be implemented during the next 5-to 7 307 

year period.   308 

Needs may also be identified through the normal course of daily business.  AIC 309 

has Key Account Representatives who work with larger customers and keep abreast of 310 
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their changes in production levels that could create the need to alleviate system 311 

constraints that could impact capacity needs.  As with other projects, all options are 312 

analyzed and those that provide the greatest benefit at the least cost is selected. 313 

Q. How does AIC identify the need for capital investment to meet government 314 

requirements or accommodate public projects? 315 

A. The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) prepares a five-year plan, 316 

which includes county-specific and state-level projects.  Ameren Illinois engineering 317 

personnel review road plans and other documentation received from governmental 318 

bodies, such as IDOT to determine the impact to AIC facilities.  AIC works with the 319 

appropriate state or local governmental agency to determine the scope and schedule of 320 

the required work and regularly meets on the status of their proposed projects.  By 321 

working the appropriate governmental bodies, Ameren Illinois can align the need for 322 

capital investments and public project requirements. 323 

Q. How has the planning criteria evolved at all since AIC's last rate case? 324 

A. In the spring of 2010, Ameren Illinois implemented new sub-transmission 325 

planning criteria by combining best practices from each of the three legacy companies.  326 

Additionally, in all cases, the threshold for consideration of projects was appropriately 327 

raised or lowered to ensure the greatest reliability.  For example, the line and transformer 328 

ratings are now more conservative for one of the legacy companies because the limits 329 

were reduced to the same threshold as the other two companies.  By being more 330 

conservative, the life of sub-transmission equipment may be extended.  Application of the 331 
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criteria across the Company is expected to increase the number of projects identified 332 

during the planning process and result in increased system reliability in the long term.  333 

Q. Why does AIC also categorize its distribution plant investment as either 334 

blanket programs or specific programs? 335 

A. Blanket Programs encompass many similar activities that are typically a high 336 

volume and lower cost.  Most are tasks that are performed repetitiously or continuously.  337 

For example, much of the standard work performed on the electric distribution system is 338 

low-cost, high-volume, routine-type work.  It is repetitious and performed consistently 339 

throughout the year, such as connecting a new customer; the cost is relatively low and 340 

only a minor amount of construction time is required to complete the job.  Blanket 341 

Programs enable management to group together categories of individual tasks and track 342 

their costs.  Otherwise, the costs for these routine activities would be spread out across 343 

many departments, activities, projects, or functions.  Grouping them provides higher 344 

visibility and improves planning and budgeting.  It provides the tools to assist with better 345 

analyzing problems, opportunities, trends, and other attributes of the work, which are all 346 

important to ensuring good work management.   347 

Ameren Illinois also has projects that are not categorized.  These Specific Projects 348 

consider the merit of each project individually.  Specific Projects are generally higher-349 

cost investments or serve a unique purpose.  The Company has a process in place that 350 

allows for the consideration of how resources may best be distributed across departments 351 

and functions when it comes to funding. 352 

Q. How are blanket programs and specific projects implemented and funded? 353 
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A. Generally, Blanket Programs are funded at an annual anticipated spending level.  354 

The categories are reviewed during the annual budget review process, and Blanket 355 

Program funds may be adjusted.  Adjustments are based on information that has become 356 

known since the last budget year.  Although Ameren Illinois cannot predict the exact 357 

future of spending requirements, a historical look back provides a starting point for 358 

developing a budget for Blanket Programs. 359 

Specific projects are implemented according to 5-year or 10-year plans.  The 360 

Company also performs an Annual Comprehensive Planning Study which may identify 361 

additional projects and necessitate amending the plans to address changing conditions 362 

and project priorities.  Based on the annual study, a gap analysis is performed between 363 

the projected project list and current system constraints; some projects may either be 364 

accelerated or deferred as a result.  In some cases, planned projects from previous studies 365 

may be cancelled if no longer needed. 366 

Q. How does AIC ensure that approved capital investments are prudently 367 

incurred at a reasonable cost?   368 

A. There are often several investment alternatives available to address a specific 369 

capital project or improvement.  Some may be more costly but provide greater long-term 370 

safety or reliability.  Others may be less costly, but don’t take into consideration impact 371 

of changes that are very likely but not yet solidified.  While Ameren Illinois management 372 

has the final authority to approve large capital investments, it also relies on technology to 373 

first stratify projects based on various criteria (i.e. projects that are required for new 374 

customer work, projects that provide a higher level of reliability, etc.).   375 
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Projects estimated to cost $100,000 or more are entered into a program which 376 

provides an overall score based on several criteria.  The Integrated Spending 377 

Prioritization (ISP) Tool allows the user to select variables.  Among the criteria are 378 

variables such as safety, reliability, employee development, business process 379 

improvement, impact of System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI).  Once the 380 

ISP tool assigns the project a score, it ranks it according to all potential projects.  This 381 

process is designed to help objectively rank the need for one potential project against 382 

others.   383 

After ranking, projects are reviewed by the Central Review Committee (CRC) to 384 

determine when or if they should be funded.  The CRC meets monthly and consists of 385 

several Ameren Illinois management employees who have the knowledge and authority 386 

to assess the results of the ISP tool and make any necessary modifications based on 387 

overall capital funding and project scheduling requirements.  Because there are generally 388 

more projects than available funding, this process helps to ensure that the highest-priority 389 

projects are completed first.  If a project is not funded but changing conditions cause the 390 

project to move up in ranking, it will still be considered at the periodic CRC reviews.   391 

IV. RELIABILITY INVESTMENTS 392 

Q. Has electric service reliability further improved in recent years? 393 

A. Yes.  Service reliability has improved over the past several years.  Frequency of 394 

outages is measured by the System Average Interruption Frequency Index (or SAIFI); it 395 

is calculated by summing all of the customer interruptions that occurred over a period of 396 

time and then dividing the result by the total number of customers served, regardless of 397 
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whether or not the customer experienced an outage.  Duration of outages is measured by 398 

the Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (or CAIDI); it is calculated by 399 

summing all of the minutes of interruption that individual customers experienced over a 400 

period of time and then dividing the result by the total number of customer interruptions.   401 

Since 2007, Ameren Illinois has reduced the number of customer interruptions by 402 

nearly 14% and the customer minutes of interruption by 47%.  This achievement was 403 

made possible by several reliability programs such as: 404 

 Tap Fuses – Fuses are installed at a tap where it intersects the two- or three-405 
phase circuit backbone.  When a fault occurs on a fused tap, customer 406 
interruptions are limited to only those customers that are downstream of the 407 
fuse.  Fuses are a device that helps isolate the zone of interruption, thereby 408 
reducing the number of customers who are affected by an outage.    409 

 Lightning Arresters – By mitigating the effects of voltage surges caused 410 
both by lightning and by routine switching, the effective placement of 411 
lightning arresters not only reduces the occurrences of flashover, saving 412 
customers from seeing momentary outages, but also minimizes damage to 413 
electrical equipment and hardware, thus reducing the frequency of longer 414 
duration outages. 415 

 Underground Cable Replacements - Engineering analysis helps identify 416 
locations that will benefit from cable replacement projects.   417 

 Hendrix Cable - Spacer cable is a messenger supported overhead primary 418 
distribution or sub-transmission system using covered conductors in a close 419 
triangular configuration.  Of the existing spacer cable in-service within the 420 
Ameren Illinois system, Hendrix Wire & Cable is the primary 421 
manufacturer.  The system has the mechanical strength to help weather 422 
severe storms and the electrical strength to help prevent faults due to phase 423 
to ground or phase to phase contact, tree contact or animal contact. The 424 
compact configuration and the placement on one side of the pole reduces 425 
the exposure to trees and therefore offers the potential to reduce outages.  426 
When branches do come down on the system due to snow, ice or extreme 427 
winds, the messenger can support them, without interrupting service, until 428 
they can be removed.  This is also an advantage when there is limited 429 
electrical clearance to buildings, structures or additional circuits.  Ameren 430 
Illinois has worked with representatives from Hendrix to develop an 431 
inspection and maintenance program for spacer cable which when 432 
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implemented serves to optimize the performance and increase the reliability 433 
of circuits where spacer cable is currently installed. 434 

 Multiple Device Interruptions – On a weekly basis, a report is generated 435 
and reviewed that identifies devices such as transformers, fuses, capacitor 436 
banks, and reclosers that have been involved in 3 or more interruptions in 437 
the past 12-month period.  Repair activities help to mitigate recurrence of 438 
outages. 439 

 Circuit and Device Inspection Programs – These two proactive programs 440 
provide for ongoing cyclic inspections to routinely address newly identified 441 
or potential problem areas.   442 

Animal mitigation is another area that AIC has focused on the past several years.  443 

While all new transformers are now equipped with both lightning and animal protection 444 

when purchased, many existing transformers do not have the heavier, insulated wire or 445 

the protective cover over the bushing that helps prevent animal intrusion.  In problem 446 

areas that had experienced animal-related outages, AIC took steps to retrofit portions of 447 

many circuits with animal guards.   448 

Additionally, AIC installed electric fences around many substations to keep out 449 

animals.  Electric fences are placed inside of the perimeter fence and carry a low energy 450 

voltage to discourage entry on to substation equipment.  In 2009 alone, Ameren Illinois 451 

spent more than $1.3 Million to safeguard substations with animal fences. 452 

Reducing animal intrusion is not only a focus on the ground, but also in the air.  453 

In 2010, AIC also made avian protection a priority in mitigating animal-caused outages.  454 

This program focuses on areas of the distribution system where there are known eagle or 455 

osprey nests, and also on facilities that are in or near state and federal protected wildlife 456 

areas.  AIC has studied and continues to study where retrofitting equipment with avian 457 

protection will provide the greatest opportunities to reduce outages.  AIC also retrofits 458 
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substations with avian protection where nesting has been a perpetual problem.  Keeping 459 

out birds also mitigates outages caused by animals that hunt birds or eat eggs.   460 

Ameren Illinois customers have experienced greater reliability due to these animal 461 

mitigation efforts.  Since 2006, customer interruptions due to animals have been reduced 462 

by more than 34%. 463 

Q. Have AIC's customers seen first hand the benefits of the reliability 464 

investments in its electric systems that you have described? 465 

A. Yes.  Take for instance the recent winter storms that affected Illinois at the 466 

beginning of February 2011.  On the afternoon of February 1, 2011, AIC began to 467 

experience the impact of a large winter blizzard that moved through the service territory.  468 

At the peak of the storm at approximately 6:00 p.m. that evening, more than 41,000 AIC 469 

customers were without service.  However, in total, AIC restored service to more than 470 

113,000 customers during the course of this event.  AIC's customers saw first-hand the 471 

benefit of AIC's reliability investments. 472 

The system and organizational enhancements that occurred following the 2006 473 

storms allowed for the response to the 2011 storm to be better orchestrated.  AIC started 474 

planning activities on Sunday morning and activated the Emergency Operation Center by 475 

4:30 p.m. on January 30, 2011.  Storm trailers were staged at locations directly in the 476 

predicted path of the storm to ensure poles, crossarms, wires, and other material was 477 

available for the more than 1500 internal and external resources initially engaged in the 478 

preparation phase.  Once AIC began to see the actual impact of the storm, outage tracking 479 
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and reporting, as well as logistics and crew assignments, were captured concisely so that 480 

management could quickly make decisions on where to deploy resources. 481 

Despite high winds and extremely poor driving conditions, as the path of the 482 

storm shifted, so too did AIC's storm trailers and personnel.  An additional 300 workers 483 

arrived by February 2, 2011.  Galloping conductors caused ice-covered power lines to 484 

bounce violently, which in turn caused lines to strike each other, resulting in outages.  485 

The galloping lines also broke crossarms and poles, sending wires to the ground, causing 486 

outages.  AIC’s call centers responded to emergency calls with an overall average speed 487 

of answer of less than 30 seconds.  The system and organizational enhancements were 488 

instrumental in AIC’s restoring more than 85% (approximately 35,000) of customers 489 

within 24 hours following the peak, and the remaining by the end of the next day.   490 

AIC's efforts both prior to and during storms are focused on improving reliability 491 

and customer satisfaction.  Its recent investments in its system and operations have placed 492 

AIC in a position to execute efficient and effective responses to weather emergencies. 493 

Q. How does AIC maintain reliability and ensure the integrity of the gas 494 

distribution and transmission systems? 495 

A. Ameren Illinois identifies, designs, and constructs facilities as part of operating, 496 

maintaining, and improving the reliability and integrity of the gas transmission and 497 

distribution systems and the gas storage field facilities.  Facility projects are identified 498 

and completed in compliance with Federal and State pipeline safety regulations for the 499 

purpose of improving system integrity and ensuring a safe and reliable system.  Other 500 

facilities such as pressure control (regulation), odorization, SCADA and pressure 501 
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monitoring equipment are also installed and replaced as part of improving the reliability 502 

and integrity of the gas system, replacement of obsolete equipment, and the 503 

implementation of technological innovations and improvements. 504 

Ameren Illinois has identified a number of activities required by federal and state 505 

pipeline safety regulations that it intends to fund in the test year.  These activities are 506 

designed to enhance the reliability and integrity of the gas transmission and distribution 507 

systems, and ensure compliance with pipeline safety regulations: 508 

 Sandblast and paint regulator stations to prevent and mitigate atmospheric 509 
corrosion. 510 

 Sandblast and paint large commercial/industrial meter installations to 511 
prevent and mitigate atmospheric corrosion. 512 

 Perform maintenance on regulators, boilers, valves, fencing and buildings 513 
for regulator station sites. 514 

 Perform maintenance including excavation, rip rap installation or main 515 
lowering to mitigate or eliminate exposed transmission and distribution 516 
facilities due to soil erosion.  There are over 60 existing exposures/erosion 517 
projects pending. 518 

 Perform gas transmission and high pressure distribution rights-of-way 519 
clearing to ensure facilities can be accessed for completing activities 520 
required by pipeline safety regulations including TIMP inspections, patrols, 521 
valve inspections, and leak surveys. 522 

 In order to meet the requirements of DIMP, AIC will require additional 523 
technology enhancements including acquiring and implementing software 524 
and consulting services for gathering facility data, compliance inspection 525 
data, and integrating the information so that AIC can analyze and prioritize 526 
threats to the integrity of the gas system.  AIC also intends to add 527 
additional gas engineering professionals to perform risk analysis on threats 528 
to the gas distribution system and conduct additional and accelerated 529 
actions in compliance with DIMP. 530 

 In support of corrosion control, AIC has undertaken a review of gas service 531 
records to ensure that all isolated service locations will be inspected every 532 
ten years, rather than every twenty years.  The program will result in 533 
additional cathodic protection reads on isolated services and is an 534 
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enhancement to pipeline safety.  Additional resources are required to 535 
perform investigative work on isolated service lines protected by tracer 536 
wire and to perform the inspections. 537 

Q. Are enhanced reliability and system efficiency programs planned for the test 538 

year for AIC's electric operations? 539 

A. Yes.  The Company intends to fund a number of distribution line and substation 540 

programs in the test year that expand the use of technology to further improve system 541 

reliability and efficiency.  Technology is the driver for these enhanced programs, which 542 

will allow more precision and efficiency when taking actions or making decisions.  These 543 

programs are economically feasible and provide value for our customers. 544 

Q. Please describe these programs. 545 

A. The programs that will occur in the test year are as follows:  546 

Substation Programs 547 

 SCADA Control of Distribution High Voltage (DHV) capacitor banks 548 
and tap changers.  This program will increase Ameren Illinois’ ability 549 
to control VAR flow on the distribution high voltage system.  It will 550 
thereby further reduce system losses and increase system capacity, 551 
which improves voltage and extends the life of distribution equipment.  552 

 DHV automated switches.  This program involves the installation of 553 
switches within substations that enable technology to identify system 554 
problems, recognize when the system configuration can support 555 
switching a substation from one source to another, and automatically 556 
switch to limit the number of customers affected by an outage.  The 557 
switches help to reduce customer interruptions and also the duration of 558 
interruptions when they do occur.   559 

 Distribution Low Voltage (DLV) SCADA load monitoring.  This 560 
program involves the installation of remotely accessible monitoring 561 
equipment within DLV substations.  Using technology to more timely 562 
and accurately monitor circuit load has several benefits.  It can refine 563 
the need for capital investment by providing a load profile that more 564 
accurately captures when and where the greatest constraints may be 565 
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anticipated on the distribution system. The long-term benefit of 566 
improved system planning helps to identify equipment earlier that can 567 
become overloaded based on the load profile and equipment ratings.  In 568 
the short-term, the Company can ensure that the optimal size and 569 
capacity of line equipment, such as a transformer, is providing what 570 
customers need today.  This program directly supports operational 571 
efficiency by enabling better data for switching and real time system 572 
operation.   573 

Distribution Line 574 

 DHV automated switches.  Similar to what was discussed at the 575 
substation level, this program involves the installation of line switches 576 
that help to reduce customer interruptions and also the duration of 577 
interruptions when they do occur.   578 

 DHV remote fault indicators.  This program involves the installation of 579 
remote fault indicators on DHV lines.  These fault indicators are 580 
electronic sensing devices incorporated into a 34 or 69 kV line at key 581 
locations along a line route.  When a fault occurs, the devices provide 582 
fault location data to the Ameren Illinois dispatch office.  With the vast 583 
amount of rural service territory, these devices can reduce the amount 584 
of time spent detecting where the fault occurred and allow quicker 585 
restoration.   586 

 DLV automated switches.  This program involves the installation of 587 
automated switches at the 12 kV circuit level.  These automated 588 
switches work similarly to the DHV automated switches described 589 
above, and improve system reliability by reducing the scope and 590 
duration of outages. 591 

Q. Are these enhanced reliability and system efficiency programs new to 592 

Ameren Illinois? 593 

A. No.  Ameren has implemented individual projects such as those proposed in these 594 

programs over the last several years.  These programs are merely a continued, more 595 

focused approach to deployment of technology that will enhance the reliability and 596 

efficiency of our distribution system.   597 
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Q. In addition to what you have already described, are there other benefits to 598 

these reliability and system efficiency programs? 599 

A. Certainly.  These programs will provide more accurate and timely system data to 600 

operators and engineers.  With the  increased ability to better understand the impacts of 601 

O&M (e.g. switching, inspecting) or capital (e.g. purchasing new assets) decisions, 602 

Ameren Illinois can perform better analysis to understand if other options or 603 

opportunities may be available, but not known with existing technology, thereby allowing 604 

for more efficient use of resources.  The programs will improve reliability by identifying 605 

potential equipment failures before they happen, by limiting the number of customers 606 

affected by an outage, and by reducing outage duration.  Additionally, lower system 607 

losses, increased line worker safety due to automated analysis of data and control of the 608 

distribution system, and better information analysis and availability for manual decision 609 

making, dispatching, and network modeling are gained.  These programs further support 610 

more efficient use of resources because faults can be identified with technology rather 611 

than personnel patrolling a line segment to find the fault.  The programs the Company has 612 

identified also provide better load analysis data to further support Ameren Illinois’ 613 

planning process. 614 

Q. What enhanced reliability programs will be implemented in the test year for 615 

AIC's gas distribution operations? 616 

A. With respect to AIC's gas distribution operations, there are a number of specific 617 

projects in support of system reliability and enhancement that AIC intends to fund in the 618 

test year.  In addition to DIMP, these projects include:   619 
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 Regulator Station Rebuilds –AIC intends to repair, upgrade or replace 620 
obsolete regulator stations.  There are regulator stations that have aged or 621 
obsolete equipment that can be costly and difficult to maintain, are less 622 
reliable than modern equipment, contain difficult or inoperable valves, or 623 
facilities that are in need of modifications to upgrade to modern code 624 
requirements.   625 

 Industrial Meter Sets – AIC intends to repair, upgrade or replace obsolete 626 
commercial/industrial meter set installations.  There are meter set 627 
installations that have aged or obsolete equipment that can be costly and 628 
difficult to maintain, are less reliable than modern equipment, contain 629 
difficult or inoperable valves, or facilities that are in need of modifications 630 
to upgrade to modern code requirements. 631 

 Odorizer Replacements – AIC intends to repair, upgrade or replace 632 
obsolete odorizers.  Older “drip” style odorizers as well as obsolete 633 
odorizers are still in service and require frequent maintenance and 634 
operation attention and are not as reliable or dependable as modern 635 
odorization equipment.  Drip odorizers require manual setpoint work and 636 
are inadequate to meet rapidly changing flow conditions which  can lead to 637 
over- or under-odorization of natural gas.  These replacements will enhance 638 
pipeline safety, AIC odorization accuracy, and ensure compliance with the 639 
regulations. 640 

 Casing Removal or Replace Pipe – Ongoing corrosion control monitoring 641 
and record reviews have identified that there are casings that remain 642 
unmonitored and/or are not mapped.  The funding in the test year would 643 
provide the resources necessary to review the records and fix casing/record 644 
problems by either removing casings, if possible, or installing the necessary 645 
monitoring facilities.   646 

 Remote Corrosion Monitoring – The installation of advanced electronic 647 
equipment would enable remotely monitoring cathodic protection rectifiers 648 
and critical bonds.  This remote monitoring capability will send alarms 649 
when rectifiers or critical bonds are operating out of tolerance to enable 650 
immediate corrective action which will improve the cathodic protection of 651 
steel facilities. This will also allow technicians to remotely control 652 
rectifiers without physically visiting the site improving inspection and 653 
operating efficiency. 654 

 Coupled Steel Replacement – Ameren Illinois has been replacing coupled 655 
steel over the past several years.  Coupled steel main has a history of 656 
leakage over time where the mains are joined together by a mechanical 657 
fitting.  Mechanical fittings and their impact on the integrity of the gas 658 
system is a current area of focus by federal and state pipeline safety 659 
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authorities.  Progress has been made in replacing sections of coupled steel 660 
as determined by need and severity.  The level of funding included in the 661 
test year, however, would allow AIC to target removal of this obsolete type 662 
of main from Ameren Illinois' gas systems while enhancing pipeline safety 663 
and system integrity.   664 

V. NESC COMPLIANCE  665 

Q. Please summarize the Commission's findings in Dockets 09-0306 - 09-0311 666 

(cons.) related to the recovery of NESC-related costs and the timeline for NESC-667 

related corrective actions. 668 

A. In Dockets 09-306 - 09-0311, Staff objected to AIC's recovery of costs for four 669 

specific types of NESC-related repairs:  (1) replacing missing guy guards; (2) installing 670 

missing insulators on guy wires; (3) installing missing insulators on overheard guys; and 671 

(4) installing missing grounds on ungrounded metal underground risers.  Order, p. 97.  672 

The Commission accepted Staff's adjustment to allow AIC to recover 10 percent of the 673 

costs of replacing missing guy guards and the average cost of the materials needed to 674 

make the four types of repairs.  Order, p. 97.  The Commission also ordered AIC to 675 

complete corrective actions for existing NESC violations identified by AIC by the end of 676 

2013.  Order, p. 98.   677 

Q. Describe the current status of AIC’s NESC-related work under AIC’s 678 

current NESC Corrective Action Plan. 679 

A. AIC is on track to meet all current commitments related to the NESC Corrective 680 

Action Plan and Addendums by the end of 2013. 681 

AIC originally entered into a commitment with Staff on October 31, 2007 682 

regarding its NESC Correction Action Plan.  The initial plan addressed NESC-related 683 
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issues that were discovered beginning in 2008.  Because all issues discovered after 684 

January 1, 2008 were tracked on a work request that had been automatically generated 685 

following the inspection of each circuit, AIC’s quarterly reporting was tied to this 686 

automatic process.  The original plan provided that AIC would complete all of individual 687 

issues within 90 days of discovery.  The company would also complete all downguy and 688 

overhead guy issues within 12 months of discovery.  Additionally, downguy and 689 

overhead guy issues were expected to be identified no later than the end of 2010, with all 690 

corrections completed by the end of 2011.   691 

Addendum 1 dated April 11, 2008 specifically addressed NESC-related issues 692 

discovered in 2007.  These NESC-related issues that had been discovered prior to the 693 

automated work request process required separate manual work order creation and 694 

tracking.  Addendum 1 also incorporated several railroad crossings in the former 695 

AmerenIP service territory that were brought up to current NESC standards.  Per the 696 

agreement, all work associated with Addendum 1 was completed near December 31, 697 

2008. 698 

By the time Addendum 2 was initiated, AIC had more experience regarding the 699 

magnitude of the downguy and overhead guy issues.   These issues required that AIC 700 

either install a guy strain insulator or electrically bond the guy to the neutral in order to 701 

meet NESC requirements.  In order to provide a more realistic approach to address the 702 

volume of issues, Addendum 2 (dated July 10, 2009) expanded the circuit inspection 703 

schedule from the end of 2010 until the end of 2011.  This Addendum further extended 704 

the timeline for incorporating corrections from 12 months to 24 months.  This extension 705 

provided for greatest use of line resources, as work could more readily be completed on a 706 
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circuit-wide basis.  With the incorporation of Addendum 2, all work associated with the 707 

overall NESC Corrective Action Plan remains on track to be completed by December 31, 708 

2013. 709 

Q. Is AIC seeking recovery of any NESC-related costs in this proceeding? 710 

A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois has adjusted its test year costs to remove 87% of NESC 711 

costs based on the Commission's prior disallowance in Dockets 09-0306 - 09-0311.  712 

Ameren witness Mr. Stafford discusses this adjustment. 713 

Q. Are there any additional NESC-related issues that AIC is currently 714 

addressing? 715 

A. Yes.  On July 7, 2010 the Company received notice from ICC Staff that the 716 

Commission had agreed with Staff that AIC and other Illinois utilities should begin to 717 

address customer-related NESC service clearance issues.  AIC has agreed to comply with 718 

Staff's instructions and is engaged in a concerted effort to ensure customers address 719 

service clearance issues in a timely matter or face the possibility of disconnection of 720 

electric service.  In accordance with the directive, AIC has developed educational 721 

materials and begun to mail a series of notifications to customers.  The notifications also 722 

include a brochure that was developed specifically to educate customers and other 723 

stakeholders on the importance of providing a service entrance that meets NESC 724 

requirements.  AIC did not budget for these specific NESC-related activities (i.e., 725 

customer care personnel, engineering field visits, postage, educational materials, systems 726 

changes, etc), but began tracking these costs in 2011.   727 
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VI. SCHEDULE F-4 ADDITIONS TO PLANT IN SERVICE 728 

Q. Please describe the level of capital expenditures in 2012 compared to 2009. 729 

A. The amount of distribution capital expenditures, less storm expenses, planned for 730 

2012 ($306.9 million) is comparable to the amount of capital expenditures, less storm 731 

expenses, incurred in 2009 ($310.9 million).   732 

Q. Are you familiar with the Commission's filing requirements in Section 733 

285.6100? 734 

A. Yes.  Although I am not a lawyer, it is my understanding that Part 285 requires 735 

any utility seeking a rate increase to include in its testimony certain information related to 736 

capital projects listed on its F-4 Schedule.  83 Ill. Adm. Code 285.6100(a).  Specifically, 737 

in Schedule F-4, Ameren Illinois must provide the following information for its top ten 738 

most costly electric and natural gas additions: 1) a description of the investment project; 739 

2) the date the investment project started; 3) the date the investment project was 740 

completed; 4) the cost to complete the investment project; 5) the reason for the 741 

investment project; 6) the alternatives considered and the reasons for rejecting each such 742 

alternative; and 7) a list of reports relied upon by management when deciding to pursue 743 

the investment project.  83 Ill. Adm. Code 285.6100(b).  For the remaining projects on 744 

AIC's F-4 Schedules, Ameren Illinois must provide 1) a description of the investment 745 

projects; 2) the cost to complete the investment project; and 3) the reason for the 746 

investment project.  83 Ill. Adm. Code 285.6100(c). 747 

Q. What are the applicable Schedule F-4 thresholds? 748 
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A. For electric utilities like Ameren Illinois with net plant equal to or greater than $1 749 

billion, the minimum cost of project for which information needs to be provided under 750 

Section 285.6100 is the higher of 0.1% of net plant or $2,000,000.  For Ameren Illinois 751 

Electric, it is my understanding that the applicable minimum project cost is $3.2 million. 752 

For gas utilities like Ameren Illinois with net plant greater than $50M but less 753 

than $1B, the minimum cost of a project for which information need be provided under 754 

Section 285.6100 is the higher of 0.2% of net plant or $1,000,000.  For Ameren Illinois 755 

Gas, it is my understanding that the applicable minimum project cost is $1.6 million. 756 

Q. Do AIC's F-4 Schedules meet the requirements of Section 285.6100? 757 

A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois has provided the information required under Section 758 

285.6100 and Section 286.20 in its F-4 Schedules, associated workpapers and its direct 759 

testimony. 760 

Q. Have you reviewed the list of projects provided in compliance with Section 761 

285.6100(a)? 762 

A. Yes.  For AICs natural gas operations, nine projects met the criteria for inclusion 763 

on the Company’s Schedule F-4.  For AIC’s electric operations, twelve projects met the 764 

criteria for inclusion on AIC's Schedule F-4. 765 

Q. Are you familiar with each of the major projects identified in compliance 766 

with 83 Illinois Administrative Code 285.6100(a)? 767 

A. Yes.  I either personally participated in or was otherwise informed through my 768 

managerial responsibilities of the details of the listed projects. 769 
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A. AIC Electric 770 

Q. Which Schedule F-4 projects for AIC Electric were placed in service in 2009? 771 

A. The following F-4 projects for AIC Electric were placed in service in 2009: 772 

 Project 17409 – Installation of a second transformer and a BUS line at the 773 
W. Tilton Substation.   774 

 Project 23349 – Replacement of the 138-69 kV stepdown transformer #2 at 775 
the W. Tilton Substation. 776 

 Project 22583 – Installation of a second 14 MVA transformer and addition 777 
of a breaker at the Weedman Substation near Champaign. 778 

 Project 25057 – Purchase of the Decatur Material Distribution Facility 779 
(MDF) Building. 780 

Q. Which Schedule F-4 projects for AIC Electric were placed in service in 2010? 781 

A. The following F-4 project for AIC Electric was placed in service in 2010. 782 

 Project 24721 – Installation of a second 138-34.5 kV transformer at the 783 
Belleville 17th Street Substation. 784 

Q. What Schedule F-4 projects for AIC Electric will be placed in service by 785 

2012? 786 

A. The following F-4 projects for AIC Electric will placed in service by 2012. 787 

 Project 27324 – Upgrade of Substation Bank #3 at Quincy East. 788 

 Project 26435 – Installation of a new 34.5 – 12.5 kV transformer at the N. 789 
Utica Substation. 790 

 Project 27384 – Implementation of Liberty Audit Distribution Work. 791 

 Project 27574 – Purchase of replacement vehicles for AIC Electric. 792 

 Project 20828 – Relocation of the Kewanee North Main Substation. 793 

 Project 27136 – Implement the Advanced Distribution Management 794 
System. 795 
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 Project 23858 – Construction of digital microwave communications 796 
network. 797 

Q. Please describe Project 17409. 798 

A. This project involved the installation of a second 138/69kV Bulk Supply 799 

Transformer at the West Tilton substation.  This project included a new 138kV bus and 800 

69KV Line from the West Tilton substation to the Tilton, F Street Switching Station. 801 

Q. Why was Project 17409 necessary and prudent? 802 

A. The 138/69 kV West Tilton transformer was projected to load to 103% of its 803 

emergency rating, and lines 6663 and 6661 to 97% and 100% of their ratings, 804 

respectively, during the outage of Line 1572 from Vermilion to Tilton Energy Center.  805 

These impacts would occur under the following generating conditions: Vermilion 2 on; 806 

Vermilion 1 off and Tilton Energy Center full on.  The outage of Line 1576, which would 807 

also take the West Tilton transformer out, could result in a severe Area low voltage 808 

condition if Vermilion Unit #1 is off and less than half of the full capability of the four 809 

Tilton Energy Center Units is running.  Even with Vermilion Unit #1 on, under the same 810 

conditions, there were low voltages along what becomes a long radial line sourced from 811 

the Vermilion Power Plant Substation. 812 

Q. Why is Project 17409 used and useful? 813 

A. Project 17409 has already been completed and is currently used and useful.  This 814 

project provides sufficient capacity to serve customers and maintain acceptable voltage. 815 

Q. Please describe Project 23349. 816 
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A. This project involved the installation of a 138-69 kV Transformer #2 at the W. 817 

Tilton Substation.  This is a 140 MVA, LTC transformer. 818 

Q. Why was Project 23349 necessary and prudent? 819 

A. The transformer failed, and it was necessary for AIC to take action to ensure a 820 

working transformer was in place.  At the time of the transformer failure, AIC considered 821 

the alternatives of either rebuilding the transformer or replacing it.  Due to the age of the 822 

transformer and the cost to rebuild it, it was determined that the appropriate approach was 823 

to purchase the new transformer. 824 

Q. Why is Project 23349 used and useful? 825 

A. Project 23349 has already been completed and is currently used and useful.  This 826 

project provides sufficient capacity to serve customers and maintain acceptable voltage. 827 

Q. Please describe Project 22583. 828 

A. This project involves the reconfiguring of the Weedman substation to a 138 kV 829 

four breaker ring BUS, and adding a second transformer. 830 

Q. Why was Project 22583 necessary and prudent? 831 

A. Prior to this project, the Weedman substation was supplied by a single 138/13.09 832 

kV, 14 MVA transformer sourced from a tap of Line 1376. One of AIC's existing 833 

customers, Monsanto in Farmer City, will be expanding its peak load from the current 2.4 834 

MVA to up to 14 MVA in three phases within the next four years.  A new 12 kV circuit 835 

and circuit terminal was added in 2008 to serve the initial phase of additional load, but a 836 

second transformer was required to accommodate the 2009 load addition.  The addition 837 
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of a 138kV ring bus with four breakers will reduce the line exposure and impact of a line 838 

related outage on the ability to maintain service to the Weedman Substation loads.  839 

To ensure that the design of this project was prudent, AIC analyzed certain 840 

alternatives.  One alternative was to extend 69kV sub-transmission line approximately 4 841 

miles, upgrade N. Decatur substation transformer #5, re-conductor line 6695 construct a 842 

new 69-12kV distribution substation and add 69kV voltage support.  This option was 843 

considered more costly and less reliable.  A second alternative was to upgrade Weedman 844 

transformer #1 and add a second transformer tapped directly off line 1376.  This option 845 

was not selected for reliability reasons; Ameren Transmission Operations requires ring 846 

bus configurations for all future distribution transformer taps. 847 

Q. Why is Project 22583 used and useful? 848 

A. Project 22583 has already been completed and is currently used and useful.   849 

Q. Please describe Project 25057. 850 

A. This project involves the purchase of an industrial building and property in 851 

Decatur, Illinois that was formerly leased to Illinois Power Company. 852 

Q. Why was Project 25057 necessary and prudent? 853 

A. The primary lease term (15 years) was approaching its end and continued use of 854 

the property was required.  AmerenIP, per the terms of the lease, had the choice of 855 

extending the league for another 5 year term or purchasing the property.  The alternatives 856 

considered were relocating to another property, building a new facility, continued leasing 857 

of the property or purchase of the property.  The relocation alternative was rejected due to 858 

lack of functionally comparable properties.  The option to build a new facility was 859 
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rejected due to excessive cost.  The lease alternative was rejected due to it having a 860 

higher negative NPV than the amount of the purchase alternative. 861 

Q. Why is Project 25057 used and useful? 862 

A. Project 22583 has already been completed and is currently used and useful.  The 863 

central facility will support the Company’s efforts to reduce costs and provide responsive 864 

service. 865 

Q. Please describe Project 24721. 866 

A. This project involved the installation of a 138/34 kV, 112 MVA transformer with 867 

LTC, with low-side breaker, a normally open BUS tie breaker and all associated relaying 868 

and protective equipment. 869 

Q. Why was Project 24721 necessary and prudent? 870 

A. The existing 17th St transformer #4 was projected to be loaded to 97.3% in 2009 871 

during normal system conditions and 103.9% of the Normal rating (110.6 MVA) by 872 

2013.  In 2009, this transformer would have been overloaded under several 873 

contingencies, the worst being a 114% of the emergency rating (128 MVA) with an 874 

outage of L1472; and a 101% of the emergency rating (114% the Normal rating) with an 875 

outage of the S. Belleville transformer #1. 876 

Several alternatives were considered to ensure that this project was prudent.  The 877 

first alternative was to operate Line 3311 normally open and clear 6.38 miles of sub-878 

transmission lines for high temperature operation.  This already was a temporary solution 879 

to defer installing the second transformer from 2006 to 2010.  It was not a long-term 880 

solution.  The second alternative was to add a 138 KV line breaker on Line 1472 terminal 881 
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at the East Belleville substation.  This was also a temporary solution to defer the second 882 

transformer.  This secondary “deferral” option was rejected due to cost.  The third 883 

alternative was to build 5.5 miles of new 138 KV from Turkey Hill substation to East 884 

Belleville.  Although it offered a long-term solution, this option was rejected due to the 885 

cost and time constraint for implementation with potential difficulties obtaining 138 KV 886 

right-of-way in a rapidly developing area. 887 

Q. Why is Project 24721 used and useful? 888 

A. Project 24721 has already been completed and is currently used and useful.  The 889 

project provides sufficient capacity to serve customers and improve reliability. 890 

Q. Please describe Project 27324. 891 

A. This project involves removal of the existing 34.5 kV regulating transformer 892 

(bank #3) and replacement of the existing 3-single phase 138/34.5 kV transformers with a 893 

3-phase, 138/34.5 kV, 112 MVA transformer with LTC at the Quincy East Substation.  In 894 

addition, this project will replace the switch 1545B with at least a 1200A Breaker, and 895 

upgrading the 34.5kV Conductor to a minimum capacity of 2500A normal rating and 896 

2800A emergency rating. 897 

Q. Why is Project 27324 necessary and prudent? 898 

A. There is projected overload (107% in 2011 and 109% in 2012) of the Quincy 899 

Bank # 3 regulator during 1st contingency.  The contingencies include the operation of 900 

42nd & Columbus ATO, operation of 36th & College ATO, as well as various outages 901 

which require manual switching to restore all loads. 902 
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Several alternatives were considered and rejected.  The first alternative was to 903 

remove the 50 MVA, 34kV voltage regulator.  This alternative was rejected due to the 904 

need for voltage regulation in the Quincy area during first contingency.  The regulator is 905 

also being used as a grounding source, so removal would not be an option.   906 

The second alternative was to upgrade the 34 kV voltage regulator to a larger size.  907 

This alternative was not selected because of the high cost of a new voltage regulator and 908 

the projected need to upgrade the 138/34.5 kV bank #3 fixed ratio transformer within a 909 

few years.  It is more cost effective to install a new 138/34.5 kV LTC transformer than to 910 

individually upgrade the voltage regulator and the fixed ratio transformer.   911 

The third alternative was to construct a new bulk substation in the Quincy area.  912 

This project was rejected due to the additional costs including the purchase of land, 913 

constructing new lines to/from the site, etc.  The existing Quincy East substation would 914 

still need to be maintained, and the ongoing maintenance and eventual replacement of the 915 

60 year old voltage regulator was a consideration.  Another consideration was the lack of 916 

a spare for the large 34 kV voltage regulator. 917 

Q. Why will Project 27324 be used and useful? 918 

A. Project 27324 is scheduled to be in service by June 1, 2012.  This project will 919 

ensure that Ameren Illinois has sufficient capacity to serve customers. 920 

Q. Please describe Project 26435. 921 

A. This project involves the construction of a distribution substation, 34.5kV line 922 

extension, and distribution feeder. 923 

Q. Why is Project 26435 necessary and prudent? 924 
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A. The need for a new load source was identified for the area between Interstate 80 925 

and Utica during the load analysis review in the fall of 2008.  This area is developing for 926 

new industrial construction, new residential developments, and recreational 927 

developments.  Ameren Illinois determined that no practical alternatives existed for 928 

serving the projected load growth area from the existing distribution substations and 929 

feeders.  Some capacity exists for serving an initial portion of the projected development.  930 

However, the existing system is inadequate for the proposed development along I-80 and 931 

near the Village of North Utica. 932 

Q. Why will Project 26435 be used and useful? 933 

A. Project 26435 is scheduled to be in service by June 1, 2012.  This project provides 934 

sufficient capacity to serve new residential and industrial customer load. 935 

Q. Please describe Project 27384. 936 

A. These projects involve implementation of the Liberty Audit recommendations 937 

during the 2012 test year.  The incremental dollars associated with this distribution work 938 

will improve emergency response, strengthen the system, improve construction and 939 

maintenance activities and enhance reliability.  Implementation of the Liberty Audit 940 

projects is discussed in greater detail later on in my testimony. 941 

Q. Please describe Projects 27574 and 27573 942 

A. Project 27574 involves the purchase of replacement company-owned electric 943 

operations vehicles and related equipment that are nearing the end of its useful life.  944 

Project 27573 involves similar purchases of replacement vehicles and related equipment 945 

for AIC's gas operations. 946 
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Q. Please describe Ameren Illinois’ Vehicle Replacement Program. 947 

A. It is AIC's policy to replace company-owned vehicles and related equipment, such 948 

as backhoes and trailers, at the end of their useful life cycle.  The Company has projects 949 

for vehicle replacement for the test year, separated by work order 27573 for vehicles for 950 

AIC's electric operations and work order 27574 for vehicles for AIC's natural gas 951 

operations.  The cost of these projects is $2.2 million and $4.1 million, respectively. 952 

Q. What criteria are used to determine the useful life cycle of vehicles and 953 

related equipment? 954 

A. The useful life cycle of a vehicle is determined by several factors.  The physical 955 

age of the vehicle is the primary factor in judging when it should be replaced.  Additional 956 

factors include annual mileage, engine hours, and the type of work the vehicle is 957 

assigned.  For example, if an older vehicle recently had engine replaced, it will typically 958 

be retained for several more years to realize the full value of the engine replacement, 959 

despite its overall age.  Ultimately, the overall condition of the vehicle’s engine, drive 960 

train and body is used to prioritize replacement of a vehicle.     961 

Q. Why is age the primary factor in determining the replacement cycle?  962 

A. Newer vehicles are generally more reliable and experience fewer failures when 963 

routinely maintained.  As vehicles become older, they require more maintenance. 964 

Eventually the major components of a vehicle will simply wear out.  At a certain point 965 

trying to maintain an old vehicle becomes an exercise of throwing good money after bad.  966 

Also, the likelihood of a vehicle experiencing an unexpected breakdown increases as the 967 

vehicle gets older. 968 
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Q. Why is it important to mitigate unexpected failures of vehicles? 969 

A. When a vehicle fails unexpectedly, it causes delays and affects response time.  970 

Increased response time can negatively affect reliability, emergency response, safety, and 971 

customer satisfaction. 972 

Q. When a vehicle experiences an unexpected failure, does that mean it 973 

automatically needs to be replaced? 974 

A. No.  Broken down vehicles can often be fixed.  One of the more costly options 975 

might include engine replacement.  The concern is that as more of the fleet extends 976 

beyond its life cycle, there is a greater risk of unexpected breakdown.  Unexpected 977 

breakdowns disrupt operations and increase the costs of maintaining the fleet. 978 

Q. Is the level of expenditures in the test year for vehicle replacements necessary 979 

and prudent?   980 

A. Yes.  A number of AIC's vehicles already are or will be beyond their expected 981 

lifecycle by the test year.  Without this level of investment in the test year, the reliability 982 

of AIC's vehicle fleet will begin to decrease.  There were limited capital expenditures for 983 

new vehicle replacements in 2010 ($2.7 million) and will be limited expenditures in 2011 984 

($500,000), compared with AIC's historic expenditures of $12 million in 2007, $20 985 

million in 2008 and $12.5 million in 2009.  AIC was able to defer significant vehicle 986 

purchases in 2010, and expects to defer purchases in 2011, by repairing the existing fleet 987 

as necessary.  The decision to limit capital spending in the Vehicle Replacement Program 988 

and direct capital dollars to projects on the gas and electric distribution systems made the 989 

most sense for our customers.  Although AIC will be able to defer new vehicle purchases 990 
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temporarily, it cannot do so indefinitely.  AIC's existing vehicles on average already are 991 

older than the average age of vehicles of industry peers.  It will be necessary to increase 992 

capital spend for new vehicle purchases to avoid unexpected breakdowns in the existing 993 

fleet.  The capital expenditures budgeted for the test year will allow AIC to retire vehicles 994 

beyond their useful life cycle and bring the average age of AIC's fleet closer to that of 995 

industry peers. 996 

Q. Please describe Project 20828. 997 

A. This project involves obtaining a new substation site location and relocating the 998 

Kewanee North Main substation to the new location. 999 

Q. Why is Project 20828 necessary and prudent? 1000 

A. The present Kewanee North Main substation is located on the site of a 1001 

manufactured gas plant (MGP) that needs to be cleared to perform environmental 1002 

remediation work at the site.  Maintaining and operating the substation at the present site, 1003 

while performing the necessary remediation work, is not an option due to the extent of 1004 

MGP contaminants present.  In Dockets 09-0306 - 09-0311 (cons), the Commission 1005 

approved the inclusion of similar relocation costs in electric rate base for the relocation of 1006 

the East Pana substation to perform required remediation work to clean up coal tar 1007 

contaminants. 1008 

Q. Why will Project 20828 be used and useful? 1009 

A. Project 20828 is scheduled to be in service by December 31, 2012.  This project 1010 

allows for the environmental cleanup of the current substation site mitigating 1011 

environmental risk. 1012 
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Q. Please describe Project 27136. 1013 

A. This project involves the implementation of the Advanced Distribution 1014 

Management System (ADMS) to replace existing systems and applications utilized in the 1015 

operation of Ameren Illinois's electric distribution system.  The ADMS will be a fully 1016 

integrated suite of applications that will provide distribution system operators with a 1017 

common user interface to monitor, control and manage the electric distribution system 1018 

and smart devices throughout the distribution system.  The new ADMS system replaces 1019 

Distribution SCADA, improves Outage Management, and replaces the Switching and 1020 

Workman's protection assurance system.  There will be multiple interfaces between the 1021 

new system and existing applications (GIS, CSS, Mobile Solution, VRU, Web). 1022 

Q. Why is Project 27136 necessary and prudent? 1023 

A. Without the work for this project, Ameren Illinois will be limited in its ability to 1024 

implement additional Smart Grid Technology.  This project also replaces an aging 1025 

Distribution SCADA system currently near the end of its useful life and limited in any 1026 

future expansion.  The integrated ADMS system/suite of applications will allow the 1027 

system operators to work in a safer and more efficient manner. 1028 

Q. Why will Project 27136 be used and useful? 1029 

A. Project 27136 is scheduled to be in service by September 30, 2012.  By enabling 1030 

Smart Grid automation and deployment, this project will allow for a reduction in duration 1031 

and frequency of power outages affecting customers.   1032 

Q. Please describe Project 23858. 1033 
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A. This project involves the construction of a new backhaul communication network 1034 

in Illinois.  This network will be primarily digital microwave, but will include fiber, 1035 

where existing fiber is available and where new builds are economically feasible.   1036 

Q. Why is Project 23858 necessary and prudent? 1037 

A. The new network will replace multiple aging communications backhaul 1038 

technologies in Illinois that have passed their manufacturer supported lifespan.  The 1039 

current system poses a risk of experiencing an unrecoverable failure.  The new network 1040 

consists of compatible sub-networks across Ameren Illinois that provide a flexible and 1041 

reliable communications system for current and future requirements.  The alternative 1042 

selected was an equipment replacement option, based on lowest cost and limited capital 1043 

funds.  Other alternatives considered and rejected on the basis of cost included more 1044 

growth and redundancy capabilities; these consisted of: (1) wholly-owned network 1045 

options; (2) wholly-leased network option; and (3) owned/leased hybrid option.   1046 

Q. Why will Project 23858 be used and useful? 1047 

A. Project 23858 is scheduled to be in service by December 31, 2012.  Major failure 1048 

could cause loss of communication for voice, data and operations control systems.  This 1049 

project will construct the future system to replace obsolete equipment. 1050 

B. AIC Gas 1051 

Q. What Schedule F-4 projects for AIC Gas were placed in service in 2009? 1052 

A. The following F-4 project for AIC Gas was placed in service in 2009. 1053 

 Project 20701 – Install a 4-inch gas main at Bristol Village. 1054 
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Q. What Schedule F-4 projects for AIC Gas were placed in service in 2010? 1055 

A. The following F-4 project for AIC Gas was placed in service in 2010. 1056 

 Project 26457 – Route 8 Washington Street, East Peoria, IDOT Relocation, 1057 
Phase 2. 1058 

Q. What Schedule F-4 projects for AIC Gas will be placed in service by 2012? 1059 

A. The following F-4 projects will be placed in service by 2012. 1060 

 Project 24446 – Route 36 Decatur Airport Casing Removal. 1061 

 Project 26648 – Relocation of 16-inch pipeline due to erosion near Pekin. 1062 

 Project 22172 – Replacement of Marion 8-inch transmission main with ten-1063 
inch main. 1064 

 Project 27894 – Incremental Coupled Steel Replacement. 1065 

 Project 26450 – Route 8 Washington Street, East Peoria, IDOT Relocation, 1066 
Phase 3. 1067 

 Project 27573 – Purchase replacement company-owned vehicles for AIC 1068 
Gas. 1069 

 Project 26844 – Route 37 8-inch, West Frankfort-Johnson City, IDOT 1070 
Relocation. 1071 

Q. Please describe Project 20701. 1072 

A. This project involves the installation of two miles of 4-inch main and a 2-cut 1073 

regulator station to service the Bristol Village development, as well as future growth 1074 

along I-55 and Illinois Route 162 near Troy. 1075 

Q. Why is Project 20701necessary and prudent? 1076 

A. Installation of the transmission main and regulator station is necessary to account 1077 

for the Bristol Village development as well as development around the Troy area.  1078 

Ameren Illinois considered the alternative of expanding the distribution system.  This 1079 
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option, however, was rejected as it did not provide enough capacity to account for future 1080 

load growth. 1081 

Q. Why will Project 20701 be used and useful? 1082 

A. Project 20701 has already been completed and is in service.  As discussed above, 1083 

this project will allow Ameren Illinois to meet projected customer load growth. 1084 

Q. Please describe Project 26457. 1085 

A. This project involves the removal and relocation of several miles of gas pipeline 1086 

near Route 8 Washington Street in East Peoria, as required by the Illinois Department of 1087 

Transportation (IDOT), to facilitate road construction projects.   1088 

Q. Why is Project 26457 necessary and prudent? 1089 

A. This work was necessary as Ameren Illinois is being required by IDOT to remove 1090 

or relocate facilities on public and private easements that would be a hindrance to 1091 

construction of road improvements. 1092 

Q. Why will Project 26457 be used and useful? 1093 

A. Project 26457 is scheduled to be complete by December 31, 2010.  As noted 1094 

above, this project allows Ameren Illinois to satisfy IDOT requirements. 1095 

Q. Please describe Project 24446. 1096 

A. This project involves the removal of cased crossings under Route 36 near the 1097 

Decatur Airport.   1098 

Q. Why is Project 24446 necessary and prudent? 1099 
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A. The existing cased crossings of 12-inch and 16-inch pipelines under Route 36 1100 

cannot be assessed to meet the requirements of the Transmission Pipeline Integrity 1101 

program.  The casings must be removed or replaced to meet requirements under Part 192 1102 

of the Pipeline Safety regulations.  Alternative assessment options were considered, but 1103 

current industry practices do not allow for a full assessment of the cased pipe that would 1104 

meet the requirements of the regulations.  Consideration was given to removing the 1105 

casing, but it would be at a greater cost and disruption to normal activities surrounding 1106 

the intersection.  Consideration also was given to routing new pipe around the affected 1107 

area, but it would be at a greater cost than replacing the current crossings with 1108 

directionally drilled pipe. 1109 

Q. Why will Project 24446 be used and useful? 1110 

A. Project 24446 is scheduled to be in service by September 30, 2011.  As noted 1111 

above, this project allows Ameren Illinois to meet certain regulatory requirements related 1112 

to pipeline safety. 1113 

Q. Please describe Project 26648. 1114 

A. This project involves the relocation of 16-inch pipeline near Pekin, Illinois due to 1115 

erosion.  The scope of the original project was expanded due to the additional boring that 1116 

was required as well as the replacement of several values that were in need of 1117 

replacement or repair. 1118 

Q. Why is Project 26648 necessary and prudent? 1119 

A. Erosion has resulted in a considerable amount of exposed pipe.  This requires 1120 

mitigation to ensure safety of the affected facilities and the public.  Several alternatives 1121 
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were considered but rejected.  One option would have been to not fix the erosion site.  1122 

This option was rejected because of safety and reliability concerns.  A second option 1123 

would have been to install dirt excavation work and/or civil structures to restore the 1124 

integrity of the eroded area.  This option was rejected as only providing a temporary 1125 

solution that would not provide the long-term benefits of boring in and replacing the 1126 

exposed sections while also stabilizing the eroded areas.   1127 

Q. Why will Project 26648 be used and useful? 1128 

A. Project 26648 is scheduled to be in service by December 31, 2011.  As explained 1129 

above, this project will allow AIC to repair exposed pipelines to prevent damage to 1130 

pipelines and ensure the integrity and reliability of the facilities. 1131 

Q. Please describe Project 22172. 1132 

A. This project involves the replacement of 8-inch transmission main pipe with ten-1133 

inch main in the Marion, Illinois area. 1134 

Q. Why is Project 22172 necessary and prudent? 1135 

A. The current 8-inch main cannot be assessed for internal corrosion as required by 1136 

the pipeline integrity requirements of Part 192 of the Pipeline Safety regulations.  This is 1137 

due to the current pipeline being comprised of reclaimed pipe that was in previous service 1138 

under unknown conditions.  The alternative of not replacing the line and removing it 1139 

from service was rejected due to system capacity requirements and source supply from 1140 

different interstate pipelines. 1141 

Q. Why will Project 22172 be used and useful? 1142 
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A. Project 22172 is scheduled to be completed by December 31, 2012.  This project 1143 

will allow Ameren Illinois to meet regulatory requirements, system capacity 1144 

requirements, continue flexibility of service, and support customer load growth. 1145 

Q. Please describe Project 27894. 1146 

A. This project involves the replacement of coupled steel pipe at various locations in 1147 

Ameren Illinois' service territory, principally Springfield, Peoria and Pekin. 1148 

Q. Why is Project 27894 necessary and prudent? 1149 

A. As noted above in my testimony, coupled steel main has a history of leakage over 1150 

time.  Progress has been made in replacing sections of coupled steel as determined by 1151 

need and severity.  This project, however, would provide targeted funding for the 1152 

removal of main from Ameren Illinois' systems.  The alternative of leaving the pipe "as 1153 

is" was rejected due to the potential for an increasing number of leaks and leak repairs.  1154 

In addition, mechanical fittings and their impact on the integrity of the gas system is a 1155 

current area of focus by federal and state pipeline safety authorities.  AIC feels it is 1156 

prudent to begin the systematic removal of the coupled steel facilities that have a history 1157 

of leakage, which will improve the integrity and reliability of the gas system and comply 1158 

with pipeline safety regulations including DIMP. 1159 

Q. Why will Project 27894 be used and useful? 1160 

A. Project 27894 is scheduled to be completed by September 30, 2012.  As discussed 1161 

above, this project will allow Ameren Illinois to mitigate and remove potential leak 1162 

hazards and improve pipeline safety and enhance the safety and integrity of the gas 1163 

system. 1164 
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Q. Please describe Project 26450. 1165 

A. This project involves the removal and relocation of several miles of gas pipeline 1166 

near Route 8 Washington Street in East Peoria, as required by the Illinois Department of 1167 

Transportation (IDOT), to facilitate road construction projects.  This project is phase 3 of 1168 

the Company's overall relocation and removal efforts at this site, whereas Project 26457 1169 

discussed earlier is phase 2.   1170 

Q. Why is Project 26450 necessary and prudent? 1171 

A. This work was necessary as Ameren Illinois is being required by IDOT to remove 1172 

or relocate facilities on public and private easements that would be a hindrance to 1173 

construction of road improvements.   1174 

Q. Why will Project 26450 be used and useful? 1175 

A. Project 26450 is scheduled to be complete by December 31, 2012.  As noted 1176 

above, this project allows Ameren Illinois to satisfy IDOT requirements. 1177 

Q. Please describe Project 27573. 1178 

A. Project 27573 is for the replacement of company-owned gas vehicles and related 1179 

equipment that have surpassed or are near the end of their useful life cycle.  This project 1180 

and the related project to purchase replacement electric vehicles is discussed earlier in my 1181 

testimony. 1182 

Q. Please describe Project 26844. 1183 
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A. This project involves the removal and relocation of several miles of gas pipeline 1184 

near Route 37 in West Frankfort-Johnston City, as required by the Illinois Department of 1185 

Transportation (IDOT), to facilitate road construction projects.   1186 

Q. Why is Project 26844 necessary and prudent? 1187 

A. This work was necessary as Ameren Illinois is being required by IDOT to remove 1188 

or relocate facilities on public and private easements that would be a hindrance to 1189 

construction of road improvements. 1190 

Q. Why will Project 26844 be used and useful? 1191 

A. Project 26844 is scheduled to be complete by May 31, 2011.  As noted above, this 1192 

project allows Ameren Illinois to satisfy IDOT requirements. 1193 

VII. DISTRIBUTION OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENSES 1194 

Q. Have the costs of providing distribution service increased since AIC's last 1195 

rate case? 1196 

A. Yes.  The primary cost drivers behind the incremental increase to distribution 1197 

operating and maintenance expense are associated with general escalation and enhanced 1198 

maintenance and reliability activities associated with gas distribution and electric 1199 

distribution.  Additional or enhanced maintenance expenses also are necessary to deal 1200 

proactively with certain aging equipment. 1201 

Q. Has AIC taken action to mitigate increases in its operating and maintenance 1202 

costs?   1203 
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A. Yes. 1204 

Q. Please identify an example of a recent cost containment initiative. 1205 

A. Ameren Illinois’ automated JULIE screening initiative was expanded throughout 1206 

the State in 2009.  This screening process determines if facilities are in the vicinity of the 1207 

locate request.  If there are no facilities in the vicinity, a locator is not dispatched to the 1208 

address, thus avoiding the costs of that ticket.  Most of this savings is due to the 1209 

automated locate screening that has been made available by the new screening software 1210 

(IRTHNet).  This initiative saved Ameren Illinois approximately $1Million in 2009 1211 

alone. 1212 

Q. What are other examples of initiatives that AIC recently has implemented to 1213 

control costs? 1214 

A. In 2010, Ameren Illinois operations limited overtime to emergencies only.  Also 1215 

in 2010, Ameren Illinois’ Vegetation Management group renegotiated all of its contracts.  1216 

Ameren witness Craig Nelson also describes the steps that Ameren Illinois has taken to 1217 

evaluate the impact of the merger of the legacy utilities into AIC and identify initiatives 1218 

that would allow for opportunities to obtain process optimization and control costs. 1219 

Q. Please describe the test year level of distribution O&M expense in 1220 

comparison to distribution O&M expense for 2009.   1221 

A. As shown on AIC's C-4 Schedule, total electric distribution O&M expense for 1222 

2012 is approximately $230.5 million, whereas total electric distribution O&M expense 1223 

in 2009 was approximately $190.3 million.  For AIC's natural gas operations, total 1224 
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distribution O&M expense for 2012 is $63.5 million, as compared to the total distribution 1225 

O&M expense in 2009 of $57.5.   1226 

Q. What factors have contributed to the incremental increase in total gas 1227 

distribution O&M expense? 1228 

A. The incremental spend associated with gas distribution operations include internal 1229 

labor, contractor labor and materials costs associated with gas system and equipment 1230 

maintenance, pipeline safety inspection activities, erosion control and facility repairs, 1231 

DIMP consultants, DIMP software development and additional risk analysis associated 1232 

with DIMP regulation.  In addition, there are additional costs for quality assurance 1233 

activities, damage prevention improvements, and rights-of –way clearing.  As explained 1234 

earlier in my testimony, the incremental activities identified are planned to ensure 1235 

compliance with state and federal pipeline safety regulations and enhance the reliability 1236 

and integrity of AIC's pipelines.   1237 

Q. What factors have contributed to the incremental increase in total electric 1238 

distribution O&M expense? 1239 

A. The cost drivers largely behind the incremental increase in total electric 1240 

distribution O&M expense are additional dollars associated with substation maintenance, 1241 

circuit maintenance, and vegetation management.  In each case, the current levels of 1242 

spending are not adequate to maintain systems to the expectation of key stakeholders.  In 1243 

addition, Ameren Illinois has included incremental costs in the test year to complete 1244 

projects designed to implement the Liberty recommendations. 1245 
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Q. Please describe the reasons for the incremental increase in substation 1246 

maintenance. 1247 

A. Staffing levels within the substation department have gradually decreased in 1248 

recent years.  The current headcount of full time electrician resources has led to a delay in 1249 

certain maintenance work being completed.  To fully execute AIC's current substation 1250 

maintenance strategic plan, the Company requires 135 full time electrician resources; our 1251 

current headcount is 123 electrician resources.  Some examples of maintenance activities 1252 

being delayed include breaker maintenance, switch maintenance, transformer testing and 1253 

maintenance, voltage regulator testing and repair and lightning protection.  The 1254 

incremental costs included in the test year for these activities will allow the substation 1255 

department to acquire the appropriate level of apprentices, contractors and supplies and 1256 

materials necessary to meet the criteria in the plan.   1257 

Q. Please describe the reasons for the incremental increase in circuit 1258 

maintenance. 1259 

A. As we approach the end of the first round of visual inspections, it has been 1260 

determined that additional resources are needed to remain current or within the internal 1261 

guidelines established for completion of hardware repairs.  Examples of hardware issues 1262 

being identified include broken cross arm braces, bent pole top pins, missing bolts, etc.  1263 

The incremental costs included in the test year for these activities would allow for the 1264 

resources required to remain current.   1265 

Q. Please describe the reasons for the incremental increase in vegetation 1266 

management costs. 1267 
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A. The incremental costs included in the test year for AIC's vegetation management 1268 

programs will ensure that Ameren Illinois has the necessary resources for completing 1269 

enhanced and prescriptive trimming.  Additional details regarding the budgeting of 1270 

Ameren Illinois' vegetation management are discussed later. 1271 

Q. Please explain why Ameren Illinois has included incremental costs in the test 1272 

year for projects related to the Liberty Audit. 1273 

A. The incremental costs included in the test year would provide Ameren Illinois 1274 

with funds to complete certain projects designed to implement recommendations in the 1275 

Liberty Audit.  Additional details regarding the development of the cost estimates for the 1276 

Liberty Audit projects are discussed later. 1277 

A. Liberty Audit 1278 

Q. What is the Liberty Audit? 1279 

A. The Liberty Audit is an audit directed by the Commission, funded by Ameren, 1280 

and performed by the Liberty Consulting Group in response to storms on the Ameren 1281 

Illinois system in 2006.  The Commission ordered an investigation in late 2006 following 1282 

several major storms that resulted in widespread power outages throughout Ameren 1283 

Illinois service areas.  As part of the investigation, Liberty reviewed the physical 1284 

condition of the Ameren Illinois transmission and distribution systems prior to wind 1285 

storms on July 19 and 21, 2006, and an ice storm on November 30, 2006.  On October 8, 1286 

2008, the Commission approved Liberty’s Final Report and directed Ameren Illinois to 1287 

prepare an Implementation Plan for approval, which was presented to the Commission on 1288 

November 4, 2008.  (See Ameren Exhibits 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3)  Liberty continues to provide 1289 
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the Commission with quarterly reports, which reflect cumulative progress on its 157 1290 

recommendations.  Ameren Exhibit 6.4 is a copy of the 8th and most recent quarterly 1291 

report, dated December 6, 2010. 1292 

Q. What was the outcome of the audit? 1293 

A. Generally, Liberty concluded that while there were a number of areas in which 1294 

Ameren Illinois could improve, its overall conclusions were that the Company acceptably 1295 

planned, designed, constructed and maintained its electric delivery systems and worked 1296 

very hard to restore service following the 2006 storms.  Liberty further stated that 1297 

interference of vegetation with overhead electric facilities caused much of the storm 1298 

damage, and that Ameren Illinois could not have reasonably avoided some of this 1299 

damage.  1300 

Q. Did Liberty make any specific recommendations? 1301 

A. Yes.  Liberty made a total of 157 recommendations, which included the areas of 1302 

quality assurance, emergency planning, storm restoration, electricity delivery systems 1303 

construction and maintenance, and the conditions of the AIC’s systems. 1304 

Recommendations focused on forecasting events, emergency planning and 1305 

restoration of service, improving communications, clarifying storm management duties 1306 

and responsibilities, providing emergency plans to all of the AIC's personnel likely to 1307 

work during storms, and ensuring those emergency plans are followed.  Liberty also 1308 

recommended improvements in the areas of planning, design, protection and construction 1309 

of electricity delivery facilities, as well as inspection, maintenance and improvement in 1310 

the condition of the electric delivery system through enhanced inspections and testing, 1311 
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greater staffing levels for engineering groups, technicians and linemen, and improving 1312 

tree trimming and maintenance. 1313 

Q.  What is the status of implementing the Liberty audit recommendations? 1314 

A. Ameren continues to work diligently with existing resources and in consideration 1315 

of other operational needs to complete the audit's recommendations that would not result 1316 

in incremental costs.  To date, Liberty reports that of the 157 recommendations, there are 1317 

125 where Ameren Illinois has met its commitment.  Of the 125 where AIC met its 1318 

commitment, 66 have been closed out by Liberty.  Of those that were closed out by 1319 

Liberty, there are 19 recommendations where the closure was based on AIC's 1320 

documented plans to implement once funding is available. 1321 

Q. What costs are included in the test year for Liberty audit projects? 1322 

A. Ameren Exhibit 6.5 lists the Liberty recommendations whose implementation 1323 

would result in incremental capital and/or O&M expenditures.  These incremental costs 1324 

have been included in AIC's 2012 budget.  These costs reflect the addition of distribution 1325 

personnel, including 50 internal labor positions and approximately 80 full time equivalent 1326 

positions of external labor.  Ameren Exhibit 6.6 describes the support for the projected 1327 

incremental costs and indicates which costs will be ongoing in future years. 1328 

Q. How were the costs included in the test year for Liberty projects developed? 1329 

A. All projects have been designed to satisfy the requirements of the Liberty audit 1330 

based on the latest available cost estimates.  In addition, AIC has worked with Liberty 1331 

auditors and outside vendors to refine cost estimates and approaches to implementation 1332 

based on the latest available data collected during the audit process.  Some previously 1333 
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projected costs are no longer included due to recommendations being completed by 1334 

taking different approaches to the recommendation.  Some of the projects have costs that 1335 

have been refined to better portray the most accurate and prudent estimates currently 1336 

available.  One variable has been cost revisions from vendors who would provide some 1337 

of the services needed to implement certain recommendations.  Another variable has been 1338 

adjustments in the planned approach to implement certain recommendations that have 1339 

been accepted by the Liberty auditors.  Consequently, the projected incremental costs in 1340 

the 2012 budget for Liberty related projects are lower than the incremental project costs 1341 

requested in Docket 09-0602.  Ameren Exhibit 6.5 contains an updated estimate of the 1342 

costs necessary to prudently implement these recommendations. 1343 

Q. How will implementation of the Liberty Audit recommendations benefit the 1344 

AIC's customers? 1345 

A. Implementation of the recommendations will improve emergency response, 1346 

strengthen the system, improve construction and maintenance activities and enhance 1347 

reliability, all of which should improve customer satisfaction.  This is done through 1348 

changes in standards, work practices, policies and procedures, uses of advances 1349 

technology and increased staffing in technical roles.  We concluded the recommendations 1350 

were beneficial to maintaining or enhancing the utility’s distribution system, or would aid 1351 

in some measure of customer satisfaction.  We also believe Liberty is of the same view or 1352 

they would not have made or endorsed the recommendations. 1353 

B. Vegetation Management 1354 

Q. Please describe AIC’s current vegetation management program. 1355 
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A. Ameren Illinois vegetation management programs are predicated on maintaining 1356 

reliability.  AIC follows a 48 month or four-year cycle for its distribution system.  The 1357 

Company's vegetation management programs include all costs related to maintenance 1358 

trimming for the four-year cycle including labor and expenses, contractor supervision, 1359 

planners, training, sub-transmission cycle trimming, mid-cycle trimming, mowing and 1360 

brush removal, helicopter trimming for rural areas, fuel adjustment charges, ground and 1361 

aerial herbicide applications and herbicides for line clearance crews.  Additional 1362 

vegetation management programs that AIC performs include the following activities: 1363 

 Contribution & Membership Administration - This activity represents 1364 
environmental connections grants and tree replacement programs with 1365 
municipalities and tree replacements with individual customers. The tree 1366 
replacement program with municipalities and individuals helps to eliminate 1367 
problem trees and promote Right Tree, Right Place. It also includes Right 1368 
Tree Right Place publications, informational brochures and related 1369 
expenses. These programs allow us to achieve Tree Line USA recognition. 1370 

 Regulatory Compliance - Vegetation Control - This activity represents 1371 
costs associated with the mandatory customer notification for maintenance 1372 
trimming.  Costs include postage and vendor costs to print and process 1373 
postcards. 1374 

 Customer Requests - Vegetation Control - The activity for Customer 1375 
Requested Work is being implemented to separate out work being 1376 
performed for customer call in requests.  This work is off circuit work and 1377 
makes trees safe for qualified tree service removal.   1378 

 Reliability - This activity represents additional efforts to target and achieve 1379 
improved reliability of AIC's systems.  For example, this program covers 1380 
work activities, such as hot spot trimming, hazard/dead trees, work 1381 
associated with Multiple Device Interruptions’ and Worst Performing 1382 
Circuits.  This work is off circuit work and addresses possible reliability 1383 
issues.   1384 

 T&D Operations – Inspect - This activity has been used for aerial 1385 
patrolling primarily on sub-transmission lines. 1386 

 Emergency Response - This activity covers storm costs related to minor 1387 
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storms.  A specific budget is being set up for small storms to help offset 1388 
minor storm costs and to avoid reducing available cycle trim dollars since 1389 
these costs were covered by cycle trim dollars in the past. 1390 

Q. Please explain how Ameren Illinois budgets for vegetation management costs. 1391 

A. The budgets for AIC's vegetation management programs for 2011 and 2012 are 1392 

modeled from actual costs incurred for work in 2009, and year-to-date and estimated 1393 

spending for work in 2010, with adjustments for inflation and additional necessary 1394 

incremental dollars for certain programs such as reliability enhancement work.  1395 

Distribution maintenance tree trimming expense is by far the largest component of AIC's 1396 

overall annual vegetation management costs.  Other activities budgeted for 2012 include 1397 

isolated subtransmission cycle trimming, mid-cycle tree trimming, reliability programs, 1398 

and emergency distribution work. 1399 

 AIC projects its annual distribution maintenance tree trimming based on the 1400 

historical average cost per mile, the known vegetation conditions on the circuits to be 1401 

trimmed, and the total number of circuits scheduled for trimming.  Factors that affect the 1402 

projected cost per mile include changes to the circuit through the addition or deletion of 1403 

system miles or conversion of feeders, changes in the vegetative conditions and/or 1404 

management methods on the circuit, and the reliability performance of the circuit since its 1405 

last cycle trim and mid-cycle patrol. 1406 

 The overall four-year trim cycle is based on the historical trim cycles of the 1407 

legacy utilities and does not reflect an equivalent number of circuits being scheduled each 1408 

of the four trim cycles (or each "trim cycle year") of the four-year cycle.  During any 1409 

given trim cycle year, a portion of the miles scheduled for trimming may be trimmed in 1410 

the prior year and completed in the trim cycle year.  Circuit miles may be moved up in 1411 
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schedules to address reliability performance issues and to more effectively manage loads 1412 

within specific geographic areas and from specific substations that had multiple circuits 1413 

requiring trimming over multiple years.  Factors that affect the completion of work in any 1414 

given trim cycle year include weather conditions, storm events, ground conditions and 1415 

accessibility, and man-power and equipment availability.     1416 

 In recent years, AIC's actual spending for tree trimming and related reliability 1417 

programs has surpassed budgeted spending in order to meet trimming requirements and 1418 

reliability concerns.  For its 2011 and 2012 budgets, AIC has broken out the various work 1419 

activities to be performed to improve the tracking and budgeting of spending for the 1420 

vegetation management programs.  This adjustment to budgeting will help ensure that 1421 

Ameren Illinois can meet trimming requirements while at the same time address 1422 

reliability concerns and customer-related issues. 1423 

Q. Please describe AIC's current level of costs for vegetation management 1424 

activities. 1425 

A. As shown in the Company's F-3.1 Schedule, AIC incurred $44.1 million in 1426 

vegetation management expense for 2009 and $46.2 million in vegetation management 1427 

expense in 2010.   1428 

Q. What is the amount of vegetation management costs projected for the test 1429 

year? 1430 

A. As shown in the F-3.1 Schedule, AIC has budgeted approximately $53 million for 1431 

its vegetation management programs including cycle trimming in 2012. 1432 
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Q. What is the basis for the increase in vegetation management costs between 1433 

2010 and 2012? 1434 

A. In recent years, AIC has spent more on vegetation management than it has 1435 

budgeted.  To address this situation, and better align actual spending with budgets, AIC 1436 

has broken out the various vegetation management programs beginning in 2011 due to 1437 

over spending in prior years in order to ensure all programs are adequately funded.  For 1438 

example, AIC has not budgeted for minor storms in the past and minor storms impact the 1439 

available funds identified for cycle trimming.  In planning its budget for 2012, AIC 1440 

evaluated historical spending as well as future labor costs to determine the appropriate 1441 

level of funding for each vegetation management program.  For distribution tree 1442 

trimming expense, AIC projected its 2012 spend based on the number of miles scheduled 1443 

to be trimmed and the average cost per mile, adjusted upward to include estimated costs 1444 

for supervision, additional miles to be trimmed in 2012, trimming of circuits with the 1445 

highest SAIFI, and work associated with increasing removals, targeting shelf trimming, 1446 

increase brush control, and pulling of more overhang.  The budget for 2012 reflects the 1447 

necessary funding to maintain and improve reliability, meet trimming obligations, 1448 

respond to minor storms, and adequately support customer-related programs.   1449 

Q. Are costs for conversion to a "no contact" zone policy included in the test 1450 

year vegetation management costs? 1451 

A. No.  The test year costs do not reflect any additional cost for conversion to a “no 1452 

contact” zone approach.  If the Commission were to require AIC to convert to a "non 1453 
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contact" approach, additional incremental costs would be incurred for the enhanced tree 1454 

trimming required by this approach. 1455 

Q. Is the amount of vegetation management costs included in the test year 1456 

necessary and prudent? 1457 

A. Yes.  The vegetation management costs budgeted for the test year are necessary 1458 

and prudent to ensure that Ameren Illinois can meet trimming and reliability programs. 1459 

VIII. CONCLUSION 1460 

Q. Does this conclude your revised direct testimony? 1461 

A. Yes, it does.1462 
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APPENDIX 

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 
RONALD D. PATE 

 I received a B.S. in Business Management from Southern Illinois University in 

1976.  I also received an Executive Leadership Degree from the University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill in 2003.  I joined Illinois Power Company d/b/a AmerenIP (now 

Ameren Illinois) as a gas journeyman in 1978.  I have previously held positions of Gas 

Superintendent, Gas Operations Team Leader, Manager – Gas Delivery, Senior 

Director – Gas Delivery, and Vice President – Utility Operations.  In the position of Vice 

President – Utility Operations, I was responsible for the oversight and support of all gas 

and electric field operations, including emergency response, operations, engineering 

design, construction, and metering.  I am currently responsible for gas and electric field 

operations including engineering for Ameren Illinois. 


